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Design, installation, operation:
WORKSHOP STUDIES
~
SOLAR HEATING DESIGN
DAYTON, Ohio, November 5, 1976 --- A Solar Heating System Design Workshop,
a step by' step program for practicing engineers will be presented by the Mechanical
Engineering Department, University of Dayton, November 8-11 at the Dayton Airport
Inn.
"More and more corporations are beginning to explore the feasibility of
manufacturing and marketing solar heating and cooling products," said Henry N.
Chuang, chairman of the workshop planning committee and an associate professor at
the University of Dayton which is sponsoring the event. "But, while activities
are up, the supply of technical manpower is lagging far behind . "
The workshop at the Dayton Airport Inn is an answer to that need, according
to Chuang. Featured speaker will be Dr. George O.G. Lof, a specialist for 30
years in solar energy and author of over 100 books and technical papers on the
subject. Federal policies on solar energy will be outlined by Ronald D. Scott,
Division of Solar Energy, U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA).
A demonstration also will be given of the Sunpak solar collector by its developers,
th~ Owens-Illinois Company of Toledo.
ine thex speake..r wi-1l.- eeroplet-e--the agel'laa,-whi-e i-nerttdes- a--sy-s'tematic
and step-by-step presentation of the design, installation and operation of solar
heating systems. Application rather than theory will be a keynote of the program.
Participants will carry out solar heating system design calculations for opt;mum
service. The exercise is the final step in t he application of solar concepts.
Experienced practioners will be on hand to describe the dos and don'ts of solar
heat installations.
Dr. Lof's first address will be 11:30 a.m., Wednesday when he talks about
solar air heating systems. He will discuss the cost of solar heating in a 2:30
p.m. speech and at 7:30 the same day he will discuss his twenty years experience
in solar energy applications.

Dr. Lof is the director of the solar energy applications laboratory at
Colorado State University and vice-president of the Solaron Corporation (Denver).
He was pre s ident of the International Solar Energy Society between 1973 and 1975.
Scott of ERDA will also speak at the Wednesday banquet as well as Thursday
at 1:30 p.m. In addi !; ion to federal policies, Scott also will outline the highlights of current and future developments in solar energy applications.
The Sunpak solar collector is the same as that chosen to be installed in the
Troy Public Library early ne t year. The solar heating ,system is being designed
and tested by the UD Research Institute and funded by an ERDA grant. The Sunpak
is unique in that its vacuum insulation, similar to a thermos bottle, dismisses
the need for anti-free7.e.
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